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Why have a LinkedIn Profile?



Dig the Well BEFORE you are Thirsty!

 Build your network before there is a 

need to find a job

 You need to have a large network to 

access later

 Don’t only reach out to people when 

you need a job or a favor

 Be active. Provide value. Stay in 

touch.



Career Strategy

 Be “discoverable”. Opportunities come to 

passive candidates with effective profiles

 Find out how you compare to your peers. 

Do they have qualifications you don’t?

 What steps do you need to take to progress 

your career?



Stay Relevant & Current

 Be in the know!

 Customized news delivered daily

 Access business articles 

 Join & interface w/ industry groups

 Monitor when your connections 

change jobs 



See and Be Seen

 Candidates you are interviewing 

will look you up on LinkedIn.

 Potential employers and volunteer 

organizations will look to see how 

connected you are. 



Tips & Techniques



Summary & Keyword Search



Recommendations



Always include a photo

 Use a professional looking photo

 Personalize it, but to a point

 Do not misrepresent your appearance

 Great posture, open eyes and a smile

 No “selfies” 



Winning Profile Pics



Set Privacy Settings



Maximize Your Connection Request

 Don’t use the standard request

 Tailor your connection request

 Remind people how you know 

them



A Few Additional Tips

 Include interests & hobbies (but keep it neutral) 

 Be selective about disclosing political affiliations, etc.

 Make sure your employment dates are accurate

 Log in frequently. The more you give, the more you get

 Add a backup email address to your account



Contact me…


